
key benefits to

filmmaking classes

GIBBS MEDIA GROUP'S ARTISTIC ENRICHMENT

Storytelling is full of surprises, but nothing that can't be
managed. Our young filmmakers will learn to tackle and
resolve problems as they learn to make the most of their
provided props to tell their stories. Work-arounds are the
ultimate creativity, and nothing to be afraid of!

problem solving

Storytelling is a natural instinct, and every person should
believe in that power! Young filmmakers will have confidence
as storytellers when they learn to make smart and creative
decisions in the filmmaking process. Our classes lend the
space to explore it and the tools to build it!

confidence building

There's always a way to get where you need to go! We
want filmmakers to take many possibilities into account
for how to create and complete a film. More options
mean decision-making opportunities to expand and
develop their imagination into a workable plan!

critical thinking

Our filmmakers will have the chance to make films from their
own personal and cultural perspective inspired by real world
topics. Students can work through real feelings and show
how they've been affected by such things. Storytelling
should always be in touch with the world!

real-world awareness

There's never a dull moment in filmmaking! Our young
filmmakers can engage themselves on a physical level for
better retention, real world experience and stress-free fun.
If they're not on their feet or working the camera, then
they're building their own sets and drawing their stories.

hands-on learning

Exposure to variety enriches learning with different
challenges and choices. In class, filmmakers will work in
groups where communicating and reasoning with each
other will be important for their films. The world is huge
and colorful; they should know it and learn to apply it!

collaborative space

We are happy to travel to your location and bring fun education to schools and
non-profit organizations, including churches in Houston and surrounding areas. 
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Enrollment is limited with a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 12.


